Background/Objectives: This study constructed combined REITs and real estate funds in traditional portfolios and analyzed the inclusion ratio of efficient real estate indirect investment products through sensitivity analysis of profits and risks by input ratio.
Introduction
Real estate is divided into direct investment and indirect investment, and representative real estate indirect investment products are REITs and real estate funds. High profits can be expected from direct investment in real estate, while because of a lack of expertise, it takes significant time and cost to obtain information. In addition, an increase in tax according to real estate acquisition tax, real estate holding tax and real estate sale tax and illiquidity, the most negative element of real estate act as the biggest burdens to investors [1] . On the other hand, indirect investment in real estate has advantages, e.g. Small investment is possible; time and cost are saved; and the tax burden is reduced. In addition, higher profits can be expected than risks by efficient asset allocation through professional institutions, and the biggest disadvantage of real estate, the problems of liquidity and cashability can be resolved [2, 3] . By these advantages, the indirect investment market in real estate experience a great growth in many countries [4] . Up until recently, most have invested in the portfolios consisting only of shares, stocks and real estate in South Korea. However, as the market indirect investment in real estate is revitalized by the combination of the shares and stocks market with real estate, institutional investors and managers can compose a portfolio that can create more efficient reliability and profitability through including the representative real estate indirect investment products, REITs and real estate Generally, investors invest multiple assets simultaneously, not investing in only one asset. There are many investment targets in the capital market, and investors own multiple assets in combination for their investment purpose according to their preference. This combination of assets is called a portfolio [6] . This is based on a theory that, when investors make investments, they diversify risks, making diversified investments in several items, not investing in one item intensively to obtain stable revenues, and the phenomenon, in which the expected utility increases as risks decrease by composing the portfolio, combining multiple assets, instead of the meaning as a simple diversified investment, is called a dispersion effect or portfolio effect. Of the risks of the portfolio, the risk that can be removed by diversified investment is called a dispersible risk or unsystematic risk, while the risk that cannot be removed by diversified investment is called an undispersible risk or systematic risk.
The basic purpose of the portfolio operation is to realize the long-term asset allocation target. If investors compose the actual portfolio very different from the share of targets by assets, the portfolio would not be able to reflect determined risk and revenue preferences through the process of asset allocation. If investors distribute and own each asset at the planned target weight and secure the profits corresponding to the market level for each asset group, they achieve the investment goal according to the plan.
The portfolio theory is a theory that reveals what phenomena happen in the ratios of profits and risks if investment is made in various shares, developed by Markowitz in the 1950s and also called Markowitz theory. This theory starts from the supposition that all investors avoid risks. In other words, people want a high rate of profits and prefer a certain result [7] .
. Real Estate Indirect Investment.
As for the domestic indirect investment in real estate assets, real estate trusts were introduced to banks as measures for supporting corporate restructuring and economic stimulus in the economic crisis in 1998, the age of indirect investment began in earnest. In addition, with the introduction of REITs in 2001 and the introduction of real estate indirect investment organization (trust type) in 2004, the indirect investment market of the domestic real estate assets market expanded, and in 2009, as real estate funds belonging to the special case in 'indirect investment Asset Management Business Act' was absorbed into 'Capital Market Act,' real estate funds began to be active.
REITs are abbreviation for 'Real Estate Investment Trusts.' They are companies or investment trusts that collect funds from small investors, invest in real estate or real estate-related loans and allocate the profits occurring to investors, and since they are similar to mutual funds of securities, they are also called 'real estate mutual funds' [8] . In other words, REITs refer to stock companies on Commercial Act established to allocate investment profits obtained by investing and managing many investors' funds in real estate to investors for real estate investment. Thus, investors can get the similar effect to the direct investment in real estate by investing the shares occurring in REITs. Unlike the method of direct investment in real estate in which investors assume risks, a method of indirect investment through REITs appeared newly. This system was first implemented first in Switzerland in 1938 and rapidly developed after World War II. It started in Western countries consecutively since 1959 and achieved decent advancement in the UK and Australia in the 2000s [9] .
Especially, REITs are a system introduced as the U.S. Congress offered tax benefits in the name of the expansion of investment opportunities for small majority investors in the 1960s [10] . REITs are a product that has characteristics of shares and stocks simultaneously, which has a characteristic like that of stocks, by paying most real estate rental incomes regularly as they are listed and traded in the shares market [11] . REITs are monitored all the time by the capital market and should allocate more than 90% of profits to shareholders [12] , [13] . However, REITs generally allocate over 90%, the obligatory dividend rate [14] .
As advantages of REITs, the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts (NAREIT) put priority to diversification, dividends, liquidity, performance and transparency.
Real estate (property) funds can manage properties with derivatives with real estate as the basic asset, loan for a corporate body related to real estate development, development of real estate development, management and improvement of real estate, lease of real estate, acquisition of real estate-related rights, acquisition of monetary claim with real estate as security, and securities related to real estate. Real estate funds can be in the form of either investment trust or investment company; however, to distinguish them from a real estate investment company of an investment company, only less than 70% can be invested in the real estate of fund assets. In addition, real estate funds are not traded in the shares market, unlike REITs [15] .
Real estate funds has a characteristic that they can be invested in a small scale; however, they are not products of capital guarantee or profit guarantee and have disadvantages that selling before maturity is limited (Disadvantage that liquidity is bound once invested if in establishment) and that it is more difficult to liquidate them as compared to shares or stocks.
However, it has a characteristic that issuing ABS based on loans and bonds can collect funds, regardless of business success. In some countries, like Germany, the preference is higher property funds to REITs [16] .
Generally, the ratios of profits and risks in real estate indirect investment products like REITs and real estate funds are associated with the typical investment market of the capital market like shares and stocks [17] . Thus, it is very necessary to conduct a study of this.
Portfolio Composition
This study set the representative real estate indirect investment products, REITs and real estate funds as research subjects along with stocks, shares and Offices, real properties, Offices for the strategic allocation of assets through analysis of the sensitivity of the portfolio in which real estate indirect investment products are combined.
Specific variables were composed of treasury bond 3-year product, KRX BOND in the capital market, KOSPI and Office Price Index in Seoul. For real estate indirect investment products, REITs TRUS Y7 currently operating were used. Real estate funds were set by combining HanwhaLasal Global Real Estate Funds sold in financial institutions. The temporal scope of the study is from September 2011 when real estate indirect investment products, TRUS Y7 consignment management real estate investment company was released and began being sold through December 2017 and used the monthly rate of the profits of each asset.
This study set up two assets, stocks and shares as the basic assets and composed Portfolio A, Portfolio B, and Portfolio C, adding real estate, REITs and real estate funds, respectively. In addition, this study composed Portfolio D, composing stocks and shares as the basic assets and adding REITs and real estate funds, composed Portfolio E, adding real estate and REITs and composed Portfolio F, adding real estate and real estate funds. Lastly, this study composed Portfolio G, including all five assets, including stocks, shares, real estates, REITs and real estate funds. Table 1 is a table that shows the assets held, dividing them into Portfolio A through Portfolio G. 
Method
The mean-variance dominance principle means that, of several portfolios, choosing an investment plan with small variance if the mean expected rate of return is the same and an investment plan with a large mean expected rate of return if the of return if variance is the same maximizes the expected utility. The mean-variance model used in this study is described as follows ISSN: 0097-8043 Vol-15-Issue-2-February-2019 P a g e | 30
Copyright ⓒ 2019 Authors [18] . A selected portfolio that can remove avoidable risks and get the best results, analyzing risks and profits of the investment alternative by the mean-variance dominance principle like this is called an efficient portfolio and a set of the efficient portfolios is called an efficient frontier.
If normal distribution is presumed, the value of investment plan is expressed with the expected value and variance of cash flows as follows.
Thus, it is convenient in many ways to express investors' expected utility, too only with the expected value and variance. Suppose that investors' utility is the function of the future cash flows, if the following conditions are met, the expected utility can be expressed with the expected value and variance of cash flows. In other words, if one of the following two conditions are met, the expected utility can be expressed like Formula (1) .
② Cash flows constitute normal distribution, and investors' attitude is toward risk-averse investment. ② Investors' utility function is the second function.
However, since it is almost unrealistic that the utility function is the second function, suppose that cash flows constitute normal distribution and that investors avoid risks. If cash flows constitute normal distribution, the value of investment plan can be expressed like Formula (1) with the function of the expected value and variance of cash flows.
Thus, if investors' utility is the function of cash flows, the expected utility obtained from an uncertain investment can be expressed with the function of the expected value and variance.
Concrete standards for the selection of the concrete investment in the status of risks based on the expected value and variance can be presented, combining Formula (1) with Formula (2). In addition, a model that combines the value of investment plan with the expected utility of investors only with mean (expected value) and variance of cash flows without using all probability distribution of cash flows is called a mean-variance model: M-V model). 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 Table 2 shows the sensitivity of the target rate of profits according to change in the weight of assets in Portfolio A, In Portfolio A, the risks increases, too, as the weight of Offices, real properties in the Portfolio increases, while the rate of profits gradually increases.
Results and Discussion
If investment is made with the weight of Offices less than 9.96% based on Optimal Risky Portfolio, the rate of profits is limited within 12.44%, while if the weight of Offices is increased up to 93.16%, the standard deviation that represents risks increases to 1.1304, and the rate of profits increases by up to 26%. Table 3 shows the sensitivity of the target rate of profits according to the change in the weight of assets in Portfolio B. In Portfolio B, if the weight of shares increases in the portfolio, risks, too, increase; however, the rate of profits gradually increases as well.
If the weight of shares is incorporated within 75.81% based on the Optimal Risky Portfolio, the rate of profits is limited up to 10.21%, while if the weight of shares is increased by up to 328.86%, the standard deviation that represents risks increases to 1.6662; however, the rate of profits increases by up to 26%. Table 4 shows the sensitivity of the target rate of profits according to the change in the weight of assets in Portfolio C. In Portfolio C, if the weight of Offices and funds increases in the portfolio, risks, too, increase; however, the rate of profits gradually increases as well.
If the weight of fund is incorporated within 46.84% based on the Optimal Risky Portfolio, the rate of profits is limited up to 14.38%, while if the weight of fund is increased by up to 199.07%, the standard deviation that represents risks increases to 0.8844; however, the rate of profits increases by up to 26%. Total 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 Table 5 shows the sensitivity of the target rate of profits according to the change in the weight of assets in Portfolio D, and in Portfolio D, if the weight of Offices and funds increases in the portfolio, risks, too, increase; however, the rate of profits gradually increases as well.
If the weight of fund is incorporated within 44.34% based on the Optimal Risky Portfolio, the rate of profits is limited up to 13.79%, while if the weight of fund is increased by up to 155.63%, the standard deviation that represents risks increases to 0.7788; however, the rate of profits increases by up to 26%. 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 Table 6 shows the sensitivity of the target rate of profits according to the change in the weight of assets in Portfolio E. In Portfolio E, the risks increases, too, as the weight of offices, real properties in the portfolio increases, while the rate of profits gradually increases.
If the weight of offices is incorporated within 8.84% based on the optimal risky portfolio, the rate of profits is limited up to 11.19%, while if the weight of offices is increased by up to 65.29%, the standard deviation that represents risks increases to 0.9626; however, the rate of profits increases by up to 26%. Total 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 Table 7 shows the sensitivity of the target rate of profits according to the change in the weight of assets in Portfolio F, if the weight of offices and funds increases in the portfolio, risks, too, increase; however, the rate of profits gradually increases as well. If the weight of offices is incorporated within 5.4%, and that of funds, within 45.22% based on the optimal risky portfolio, the rate of profits is limited up to 15.13%, while if the weight of offices is increased by up to 33.46% and that of funds, up to 128.42%, the standard deviation that represents risks increases to 0.7492; however, the rate of profits increases by up to 26%. Total 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 Table 8 shows the sensitivity of the target rate of profits according to the change in the weight of assets in Portfolio G. In Portfolio G, if the weight of offices and funds increases in the portfolio, risks, too, increase; however, the rate of profits gradually increases as well.
If the weight of offices is incorporated within 4.87%, and that of funds, within 43.41% based on the optimal risky portfolio, the rate of profits is limited up to 14.59%, while if the weight of offices is increased by up to 27.01% and that of funds, up to 110.17%, the standard deviation that represents risks increases to 0.6893; however, the rate of profits increases by up to 26%.
As for the result of the sensitivity response of the target rate of profits according to change in asset weight, overall, there was a phenomenon in which the response changes depending on the status of the composition of assets of stocks and shares, and it turned out that the more the weight of real estate funds and real estate, the weight of offices, the higher the rate of profits became and that the lower the weight of REITs, the higher the rate of profits became.
Conclusion
This study constructed a portfolio by adding real estate indirect investment products, REITs and real estate funds to the traditional portfolios that consist of shares, stocks and real properties based on the property trichotomy rule and analyzed the expected rate of profits and risks according to the rate of incorporation of each asset to construct an efficient portfolio. In addition, this study analyzed the impact of the constituting assets on profits and risks according to the increase/decrease of the weight of incorporation in each portfolio.
The results of the analysis in this study are summarized as follows. In Portfolio A, the more the weight of Offices and the less the weight of stocks and shares, the more the rate of profits became.
It turned out that in Portfolio B, the more the weight of stocks and share and the less the weight of REITs, the more the rate of profits became. In Portfolio C, the more the weight of real estate funds and the less the weight of stocks and shares, the more the rate of profits became. In Portfolio D, the more the weight of stocks and real estate funds and the less the weight of REITs and shares, the higher the rate of profits became. In Portfolio E, the more shares and the weight of Offices and the less the weight of stocks and real estate funds, the higher the rate of profits became. In Portfolio F, the more the weight of Offices and real estate funds and the less the weight of shares and stocks, the higher the rate of profits became. Lastly, in Portfolio G in which all assets are included, it turned out that the more the weight of Offices and the real estate funds and the less the weight of stocks, REITs and shares, the higher the rate of profits became.
In other words, it turned out that the portfolios included in real estate indirect investment products that removed the limit of illiquidity of real estates are more efficient than those that consist only of stocks, shares and real estates, by the traditional property trichotomy rule, and especially, along with stocks and shares and real estates, Portfolio G, the representative real estate indirect investment products, which include both real estate funds and REITs was most efficient.
It is expected that the market indirect investment in real estate will increase as institutional investors like financial institutions develop and operate real estate indirect investment products for investors' needs based on this study. In addition, it is judged that it would be possible for individual and institutional investors to minimize risks, increasing the rate of profits by composing an efficient portfolio that includes real estate indirect investment products, utilizing the research materials.
